ABSTRACT: A circle n-gon is the region between n non-crossing chords of a circle; the sides of a circle n-gon are either chords or arcs of the circle. A circle n-gon graph is the intersection graph of a family of circle n-gons in a circle. The family of circle trapezoid graphs is exactly the family of circle 2-gon graphs and the family of circle graphs is exactly the family of circle 1-gon graphs. The family of circle n-gon graphs contains the polygon-circle graphs which have an intersection representation by circle polygons, each polygon with at most n chords.
(v); FI={a(v)| i(v)∈I} is a family of intervalfilaments and its intersection graph G(V,E) is an interval-filament graph, as introduced by
Gavril [6, 7] . For an interval-filament a we denote by i(a) the interval delimiting a.
In the present paper we describe a polynomial time algorithm to find a maximum weight induced forest, or equivalently a minimum weight feedback vertex set, in a circle ngon graph with positive weights; the algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm for circle graphs in [5] . The algorithm is exponential in n, but is polynomial when n is constant working fairly well for n=1,2,3. For n=1, the algorithm is very similar to the algorithm in [5] for circle graphs.
In Section 2 we show how to transform a representation by n-gons of a circle n-gon graph into a representation by interval-filaments with special properties. In Section 3 we analyze the structure of a maximum induced forest in a circle n-gon graph, using the representation by interval-filaments. In Section 4 we describe a polynomial time algorithm to find a maximum induced forest in a circle n-gon graph. The lemmas and algorithms in Sections 3, 4 remain true when the vertices have positive weights.
Representation of circle n-gons as interval-filaments on a line
Gavril [6] proved that every polygon-circle graph G is an interval-filament graph.
Similarly, every circle n-gon graph is an interval-filament graph whose representation on a line can be obtained as follow: Consider a representation by circle n-gons of a circle n-gon graph G on a circle CR and let A be a point on CR (Fig. 1a) , distinct from any chord endpoint. For every circle n-gon, which does not contain A and has more than one chord, we delete its chord whose endpoints are closest to A; clearly, the intersection relationship does not change. Now (Fig. 1b) , we open CR at A, straighten CR into a line L, straighten every CR arc into a line-segment, and transform every chord into a semicircle arc above L , Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS-2010 CS- -20 -2010 through the chord's endpoints on L. Clearly, the intersection relationship does not change.
The remaining boundary of every circle n-gon becomes an interval-filament on L, composed by a sequence of semicircle arcs and line-segments, delimited in PL by its endpoints. Hence, if two interval-filaments intersect, then their intervals intersect. In addition, such a family of interval-filaments, to be called a family of n-gon-intervalfilaments, has the following property: Property 1. Two semicircle arcs of interval-filaments on L do not intersect (even when their interval-filaments intersect) if and only if they have disjoint intervals or one arc appears between the endpoints of the other, since the chords in CR corresponding to two non-intersecting arcs are non-crossing (Fig. 1) . We denote by fil z,w (F G ,IS z,w ) the interval-filament formed by the union of the n-goninterval-filament a(w) and the intervals in IS z,w , as represented in Fig. 3 for the sons of z in 
-a potential non-dummy son, that is a vertex w adjacent to z having i(z)⊄i(w).
We denote by EP the set of endpoints of the n-gon-interval-filaments. and the family {fil z,w (IS z,w )} of all possible interval-filaments: in this family of intervalfilaments we find a maximum weight subfamily of mutually non-intersecting intervalfilaments. For this, we find a maximum weight independent set in the intersection graph of the family of interval-filaments by the algorithm in [6] .
Outline of the algorithm. We consider every potential son w of z. For such a w we consider every interval [x,y], x,y∈EP, i(w)⊄[x,y], intersecting a(w), and located between the legs of an arc of a(z) or at the right of i(z)
Therefore, the main subroutine of the algorithm is to evaluate every maximum induced forest FIN w [x,y] . We do this by levels of interval containment of intervalfilaments, as described in Section 4. This ends the outline.
For an interval [x,y], x,y∈EP, which intersects i(w), we denote:
The correctness of the algorithm is proved in the following Lemmas.
Lemma 6. For every interval [x,y] in IS z,w , the subgraph FI(F G (w),[x,y]) is a maximum induced forest in oriented form, rooted at w, in G(VI w [x,y]).
Proof (w),[x,y] ) in F G to obtain a maximum induced forest. 12 We describe now the algorithm in more detail. We partition the vertex set V into a family of subsets as follows: denote by A 0 the set containing the vertices with minimal intervals in I, delete A 0 from V, denote by A 1 the set containing the vertices with minimal intervals in the remaining set of intervals, and so on A 0 , A 1 , …,A m ; for every k, denote (IS w,v,[x,y] )| as weight to fil w,v (IS w,v,[x,y] (IS w,v,[x,y] )={v} and weight 1 for fil w,v (IS w,v,[x,y] ).
To find FIN w,k [x,y] it remains by Lemma 7 to find a maximum weight independent set in the weighted interval-filament graph HI w,k [x,y] by the algorithm in [6] . In the algorithm we must consider every level k, with every vertex w and every Assume that the vertices of G have positive weights. The lemmas and algorithms remain true if in the construction of an induced forest we maximize by maximum weight, the weight of a forest being the sum of the weights of its vertices. If in the algorithm we do not include dummy sons, then we obtain a maximum weight induced tree of G.
Intervals in SET2:

